We had another incredible summer!

We had an amazing summer in 2018. We kicked things off with our summer interns, which spent time living in our beautiful Bear Creek community while they learned and worked in a variety of fields. That was followed by numerous meetings and conferences that kept us busy from May till August. For more details, check out our numbers below!
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We had a total of 287 events this summer, which included camps, meetings, and conferences!

We had lots of overnight camps and intern groups that ran through August, which meant our average attendance per conference just kept climbing!
OUR GUESTS

As usual, July was our busiest month for bed nights! With all of our conferences as well as our long-term intern groups, we had plenty of overnight guests!

We served over 300,000 meals this summer in our world-class dining centers! Our menus feature over 30 different local, regional, natural and organic items.